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Effect of background electrolyte on the estimation
of protein hydrodynamic radius and net charge
through capillary zone electrophoresis

Two physicochemical models are proposed for the estimation of both hydrodynamic
radius and net charge of a protein when the capillary zone electrophoretic mobility at a
given protocol, the set of pK of charged amino acids, and basic data from Protein Data
Bank are available. These models also provide a rationale to interpret appropriately the
effects of solvent properties on protein hydrodynamic radius and net charge. To illus-
trate the numerical predictions of these models, experimental data of electrophoretic
mobility available in the literature for well-defined protocols are used. Five proteins are
considered: lysozyme, staphylococcal nuclease, human carbonic anhydrase, bovine
carbonic anhydrase, and human serum albumin. Numerical predictions of protein net
charges through these models compare well with the results reported in the literature,
including those found asymptotically through protein charge ladder techniques. Model
calculations indicate that the hydrodynamic radius is sensitive to changes of the pro-
tein net charge and hence it cannot be assumed constant in general. Also, several
limitations associated with models for estimating protein net charge and hydrodynamic
radius from protein structure, amino acid sequence, and experimental electrophoretic
mobility are provided and discussed. These conclusions also show clear requirements
for further research.
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1 Introduction

In the last 15 years, capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE)
has been intensively applied to the separation and char-
acterization of many small and large electrically charged
molecules. At present, among the different kinematical
units suspended in the solvent, peptides and proteins are
the onesmost frequently found in the literature, mainly due
to the challenges offered by the proteomic project. In this
context, an important study becomes relevant, namely,
the one specifically associated with the appropriate for-
mulation of the background electrolyte (BGE) for a given
CZE run (see, e.g., [1–4]). One of the basic concerns in this
sense is how pH, ionic strength I, temperature T, solvent

viscosity Z , and electrical permittivity e may be controlled
as relevant properties of the BGE to get proteins at an
appropriate state of electrical charge, which in turn may
be defined for different purposes like: (A) Minimize the
effect of electrostatic interaction of charged groups of
residual amino acids in the protein, to avoid significant pKi

shifts (i = 1, 2, . . ., N indicates different charged groups at
different positions in the protein), thus leading to a more
predictable electropherogram and rational protocol for-
mulation from a theoretical point of view. The evaluation
and prediction of have DpKi gained much attention [5–14]
in order to understand better protein roles in biological
systems. (B) Analyze available electrokinetic and electro-
static theories, providing solutions of analyte mobility with
direct application to the interpretation of protein CZE
results, expressed through electropherogram outputs.
These specific graphs, being rich in physicochemical
information of the analytes separated, are also very sen-
sitive to the formulation of the running solvent, i.e., the
BGE. Nevertheless, this information must be extracted
from the electropherogram carefully because the mobility
m of each analyte separated is proportional to the ratio
between the net electrical charge and the hydrodynamic
friction coefficient f. Here, e is the unit charge and Zs the
protein net charge number. The values of numerator and
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denominator in this ratio are difficult to separate; at least
complementary experiments are carried out apart from
CZE. An alternative is to introduce further theoretical
developments to model these terms. Thus, it is clear that a
hydrodynamic radius aH is necessary to define properly
the friction coefficient in terms of the most elementary
form, viz., a spherical particle, when continuum hypothe-
sis is invoked. Other particle forms may be used with the
need of additional protein structural information and this
approach has been found useful [15–17].

Out of the CZE framework, the estimation of the net
charge of proteins in a given solvent has been studied by
using protein structural details from both X-ray crystal-
lographic and NMR data. At present, computational mod-
els and solution algorithms are available (see, e.g., [6–9],
and citations therein), which are based on basic principles
of electrostatics, electrokinetics, and statistical thermo-
dynamics. Throughout this work, we refer to these models
as “detailed models” in general. Valuable results have
been achieved in this rigorous track, with very costly and
time-consuming computational runs. Nevertheless, these
models are still difficult to be applied in the most practical
situations, like in CE. For instance, including side chain
flexibility for the electrostatic interactions in the calcula-
tions of protein titration models through Poisson–Boltz-
mann equation and Monte Carlo sampling procedure [7]
(designated here as PBMCM (Poisson–Boltzmann–Monte
Carlo model)) requires averages of charge group protona-
tions over the accessible states of the protein. These
states are of the order of (2Nc)

N, where N is the number of
titration sites and Nc is the number of alternative con-
formations, including the basic one pertaining to the X-ray
crystallographic conformation. These computations
require the application of finite difference numerical tech-
niques, with different degrees of grid refinements, and
frequently the resulting problem leads to situations
impractical computationally, when the lowest thermo-
dynamic free energy of the macromolecule must be found
to achieve the correct result (see also [7, 18], and citations
therein). On the other hand, these models have also been
providing useful results thus allowing the formulation of
simpler ones. The predictions of the PBMCM are used to
compare results provided by simple models that keep a
direct relationship with CZE experimental data [19].

Simple models are useful by presenting a valuable physi-
cal insight of the difficult calculations carried out through
detailed models when the net charge of proteins in a given
solvent is required. Therefore, from the analysis above, it
is clear that the search of simple models, although em-
pirical in some aspects, also becomes necessary as
expressed more recently in the literature (see, e.g., [15,
17, 19–29]).

More specifically, for the estimation via CZE of eZ and aH
of a given protein in a BGE with defined values of pH, I, T,
Z, and e, one has to fix the level of detail of the macro-
molecular structure on which a mathematical model is
constructed. In addition, this model may also have differ-
ent purposes as described by Reijenga and Kenndler [30].
In general, the requirements of the analyte structure and
model of course depend on the type of scientific problem
and application. For instance, structural details needed
for studying the protein folding problem, or the evaluation
of DpKi of charged groups in the protein, may be different
from those required in the formulation of an efficient CZE
separation of a mixture of these analytes. In this respect,
we present here an analysis of CZE models for charged
proteins, where the basic data used concerning analyte
macromolecular structure are the amino acid sequence
(AAS) and the values of the geometric distances rij be-
tween pairs of charged groups, designated i and j among
the N possible pairs in a protein. These two types of
information are readily available in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB). Here, different atom conformations from those
reported in the PDB are not considered because the fine
protein structure cannot be treated without entering into
more complex calculations through detailed models.

Therefore, in this work we propose and discuss two sim-
ple physicochemical models to estimate each terms of
the ratio eZ/f of proteins, when the experimental value of
their electrophoretic mobilities are available for a given
CZE protocol, and also compare results with the data
reported in the literature. The analysis and evaluation of
the charge regulation phenomenon, also designated pro-
ton-binding cooperativity [19, 23, 31], must be included
and hencemodeled with some details. We expect that the
results obtained may be of utility for those carrying out
frequent CZE runs in research and development labora-
tories mainly to optimize and propose the appropriate
protocols of protein separations. This target has been
considered from different points of view, as one may infer
through more recent published works [16, 20], which
present practical advantages, calculation difficulties, as
well as estimations of the protein hydrodynamic radius,
usually assumed a constant. Therefore, these aspects are
analyzed and discussed below.

It is worth observing that one of the proposal found in the
literature to simply estimate eZ and aH of a protein con-
sists in using protein charge ladders with CZE (see, e.g.,
[17, 19, 20–29]). This method introduces changes in the
protein by converting charged groups into electrically
neutral ones, usually by modification of the Lys e-NH3

1

and/or carboxyl groups. Therefore, in CZE these modified
proteins separate into different peaks or rungs, which
may then be used for further calculations like eZ and a
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constant value of aH for the first peaks of the protein
charge ladder. It is observed that this method presents
practical disadvantages such as the need to modify
chemically the protein and the estimation of aH from the
slope of the line defined by the electrophoretic mobility of
the first converted fractions versus nDZ. In this expres-
sion, n is the number of charged groups converted to
neutral ones, independent of positions in the protein, and
DZ is the charge change from two consecutive numbers
of conversions. Throughout our work, this model is
designated as LRCLM (linear regression charge ladder
model) based on the use of linear regression analysis of
mobilities of the protein charge ladder. In this model the
approximation DZj j ffi 1 is usually introduced [20]. In this
sense, Sharma et al. [19] and Allison et al. [17] suggested
an interesting correction based on a previous work [12] to
avoid this assumption, because in most of the cases
studied, this change is not necessarily unity.

A classical model used to estimate protein net charge is
the Linderstrøm-Lang model (LLM), presented and dis-
cussed elsewhere [19, 23]. When the underlying hypoth-
esis is accepted, the LLM has the limitations that aH is
unknown. One alternative is to use a value for the hydro-
dynamic radius from the LRCLM, assuming a constant for
the first steps of the protein charge ladder [19].

By considering the practical aspects of the models men-
tioned above, a convenient procedure is to solve the
complete mathematical problem associated with the
basic equations proposed in these works, having as
experimental data only the value of the electrophoretic
mobility of the native protein, without the need of carrying
out, for instance, CZE of the protein charge ladder. This
model is designated here as LLCEM (Linderstrøm-Lang
CE model) based on the use of LLM and only one experi-
mental data of CZE. In general, one observes that
changes of eZ affects aH, even to the precision required
and discussed in previous works. This aspect is analyzed
and illustrated below.

Another proposal to solve the central problem studied in
this work is to estimate aH from the determination of the
sedimentation coefficient or the diffusion coefficient [15].
This method needs the evaluation of the function
aHðpH; I; T; Z; eÞ, considering the values that the inde-
pendent variables involved may take. From the frame-
work proposing the modeling of the ratio eZ/f, at present it
is clear that classical methods (see a relevant revision of
these methods in [16]) provide the model-independent
protein net charge without invoking the AAS in general.

Most of the simple models evaluating eZ and eventually
aH via CZE have as a reference point the LLM, which in
turn can give an approximation of eZ only. We show that

the LLCEM proposed here provides both eZ and aH with
unique experimental data m as long as the mathematical
problem is solved completely: this means without an
estimation of a constant aH. In fact, the LLM carries out a
correction of the wild protein charge eZo calculated di-
rectly from the knowledge of both the pKo

i values (i = 1, 2,
. . ., N) and the number ni of each type of the N charged
groups in the protein at the pH near particle. This will be
another interesting conclusion in our work in the sense
that to our best knowledge the LLM has not been com-
pletely solved (it is meant in terms of the LLCEM) in most
of the circumstances that it was applied. This aspect is
further analyzed below.

Therefore, the present work is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present the LLCEM proposed and solved
numerically in this work, which asymptotically reduces to
the LLM when aH is assumed constant and estimated
through other sources. Also in Section 2, the LLCEM is
reconsidered to include electrostatic interaction between
pairs of charged groups through charge perturbations
defined as the difference between wild and regulated
charge of each charged group. This model is designated
as perturbed Linderstrøm-Lang CE model (PLLCEM) due
to the charge perturbations introduced. For the formula-
tion of the PLLCEM several assumptions of previous
works are considered [12, 17, 19]. Emphasis is placed on
the mathematical strategy to solve the resulting well-
posed problems associated with both LLCEM and
PLLCEM, by identifying an equal number of equations and
unknowns. Also in Section 2 the basic steps of the
numerical algorithm are described including convergence
criteria placed within the iterative process. Section 3 pre-
sents numerical results for typical proteins studied in the
literature, thus facilitating comparisons of our calculations
with other model predictions. Finally, several limitations
associated with the models for estimating protein net
charge and hydrodynamic radius from protein structure,
AAS, and experimental electrophoretic mobility are dis-
cussed and provided in Section 4. These conclusions also
set clear requirements for further research of this subject.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Modeling the effective charge and
hydrodynamic radius of proteins through
CZE&block;Check &block;

The models studied here consider globular proteins as
having at least a tertiary structure, which is, in principle,
assumed equivalent to a sphere of hydrodynamic radius
aH with f ¼ 6pZaH. Although this hypothesis may be
readily eliminated to include other particle forms [15, 17],
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we postpone this discussion in favor of a clear and simple
presentation of the models. In this section, PLLCEM is
described first because this model reduces to LLCEM
when electrostatic interactions between pairs of charged
groups are not considered.

2.2 PLLCEM

The protein has a net charge eZ for a given CZE protocol,
expressed as

eZ ¼
XN
i ¼ 1

eZ i (1)

where eZ is the charge of the i-charged group in the pro-
tein. The value of Zi is calculated through

Zi ¼ � 1

1 þ 10�ðpKo
i �pHiÞ

(2)

where signs (1) and (2) are defined according to basic or
acidic properties of charged groups. Also pHi is the pH
estimated near the i-charged group, generating this
description for one possible mathematical approach
describing the proton-binding cooperativity phenomenon
(also see below for the definition of DpK i). Equations 1
and 2 are quite difficult to solve because the physico-
chemical details around charged groups within the pro-
tein domain require quantitations. In this sense, it is ap-
propriate to visualize that detailed models describe the
proton-binding cooperativity phenomenon through free
energy changes associated with (a) the solvation of
charged groups, (b) the electrostatic interaction between
protein charged groups and solvent ions (Poisson–Boltz-
mann equation for an atomic radius of around 1.4 � is
typically used, where an electrical permittivity different
from that of the BGE is estimated), and (c) the electro-
static interaction of charged groups with both other
charged groups and dipoles present in the protein. On the
other hand, in simple models, one introduces the hydro-
dynamic radius aH to evaluate the mean field free energy
change associated with (b), while those pertaining to (a)
and (c) are treated as perturbations of charged groups
defined in Eq. 5. These free energy changes are asso-
ciated with electrical potentials, the sum of which deter-
mines the Boltzmann distribution of proton near the gen-
eric i-charged group. Thus the pHi can be expressed
through three terms when dipole effects are neglected, as
follows (also see the Appendix):

pHi ¼ pH� þ e2

lnð10ÞkBT
DZi

4proi e
e
e0

� 1
� �

þ
�

þ
XN
j ¼ 1
j 6¼ i

DZj

4pe0
expð � k0 � r ijÞ

r ij
Þ (3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and e0 is the electrical
permittivity within the domain of the protein (this aspect is
further explained below). Since the inverse of the screen-

ing length [32] is k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2e2INA103=ekBT

q
, where NA is the

Avogadro number, one also gets k0 ¼ k
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0=e

p
. In Eq. 3, is

the pH* near the protein (assumed as a particle) and can
be evaluated by using the mean field approximation
introduced together with the inclusion of the protein
hydrodynamic radius. Thus, the protein particle is
assumed to have a surface potential provided by the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation for a solvent having prop-
erties pH, I, T, Z, and e specified. In order to generate a
simple problem, Henry solution of the particle electro-
phoretic mobility is used where the Debye–H�ckel
approximation is invoked. Nevertheless, this approxima-
tion does not necessarily limit the basic framework of the
model as discussed below. Consequently, one can readily
express (also see the Appendix)

pH� ¼ pH þ e2Z
lnð10ÞkBT4peaHð1 þ kaHÞ

(4)

Equation 4 reflects the electrostatic and hydrodynamic
interactions between protein and BGE, and inevitably the
introduction of aH generates an assumption not found in
detailed models. Thus, here we are dealing with the well-
known Henry particle and its associated hypothesis (see,
e.g., [32]).

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3 is asso-
ciated with the free energy perturbation when charged
groups of amino acids in solution (defining the protein wild
charge) are transferred to a cavity in the protein [5]; here
atom radius roi is considered through Born equation [33].
The third term involves the effect on the protonation state
of i-charged group caused by the electrostatic interac-
tions with perturbed charges DZj of the other charged
groups j = 1, 2, . . ., (N-1) in the protein. To evaluate this
term, data of the distances rij between pairs of charged
atoms are obtained from PDB. Thus, from this source one
obtains the coordinates (generic position vector ri) of each
charged atom referred to a coordinate system. The dis-
tances between pairs of charged atoms may be readily
calculated as r ij ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðr i � r jÞ � ðr i � r jÞ

q
. These distances

belong to native proteins obtained from X-ray crystal-
lography. When ions are binding the protein, one also
needs to know which are the charged groups coordinated
in order to estimate additional distances involving these
ions (see examples given below concerning Zn21 in 1CA2
and 1V9E). For the purpose of the present model, point
charges are only considered. Therefore, the expression

DZj ¼ Zj � Zo
j (5)
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is required in Eq. 3, where Zo
j is the wild charge of site j.

Thus, the electrostatic interaction between pairs of
charged groups appears in the model as a perturbation of
the mean field solution associated with a particle of radius
aH.

The other equation relevant in the model is the expression
of the electrophoretic mobility m of the protein in the BGE,
obtained experimentally and expressed (for high particle
potentials, Poisson–Boltzmann equation with boundary
conditions is required) as follows:

m ¼ eZ
6pZaHð1 þ kaHÞ

fðkaHÞ (6)

where fðkaHÞ is Henry function expressed here through an
explicit fitting equation [34]. Equations 1–6 compose the
PLLCEM of this work (Eqs. 2, 3 and 5 are generic for any i
and they provide 3N equations), where the set
aH; Z; Zi; pH

�; pHi; DZif g of 3(N 1 1) unknowns may be
obtained through a numerical algorithm (Section 2.4),
once the experimental value of m is provided under a well-
defined CZE protocol. It is precisely in this aspect that the
choice of pH, I, T, Z, and e becomes relevant in the CZE
characterization of proteins.

In regards to the PLLCEM, one observes that there is no
need to estimate aH from any additional source. In fact,
the protein hydrodynamic radius is a direct solution of the
model. This conclusion introduces a difference from the
previous works where the modeling has been carried out
with an estimation of a constant aH. This parameter, of
course, is inevitable when data of CZE must be con-
sidered.

After the model is solved for a given protein in a specific
solvent, it is of interest to estimate the DpK i values, having
as reference state the pKo

i values of the charged amino
acids alone in solution, which defines the wild charge eZo

of a protein. Therefore,

DpK i ¼ pKo
i � pK i ¼

ezi
lnð10ÞkBT

(7)

where z is the electrical potential of the i-charged group,
expressed as

zi ¼
eZ

4peaHð1 þ kaHÞ
þ eDZi

4peroi

e
e0

� 1
� �

þ

þ
XN
j ¼ 1
j 6¼ i

eDZj

4pe0
expð � k0r ijÞ

r ij
(8)

consistently with Eqs. 3 and 4 (also see the Appendix).

From Eqs. 3 and 7 one shows that pKo
i � pHi � pK i � pH.

In addition, DpK i ¼ pKo
i � pK i ¼ pHi � pH ¼ DpHi.

This last expression indicates that the DpK i shifts of the

protein charged groups are a direct consequence of DpHi

shifts, which is a difference between the pH near the
charged group in the protein and the pH of the solvent,
i.e., the BGE.

An aspect to point out here before describing the LLCEM
is the inclusion of particle shape in these models. This
effect may be accounted for simply by introducing addi-
tional structural information of the protein [16, 17]. Thus,
the particle shape must be defined a priori by specifying,
for instance, the ratio of major to minor axes for prolate or
oblate spheroids [35]. Then, one dimension is expressed
in terms of the other, and the basic form of Henry solution
is readily retained. Also, a numerical simulation by using
the boundary element method may be carried out [17],
which is a significantly more complex procedure placing
emphasis mainly on the hydrodynamic friction exerted by
the solvent on irregularly shaped particles. This hydro-
dynamic aspect is becoming a relevant way to explore
more detailed protein shapes consistently with their
hydration state.

2.3 LLCEM

The LLCEM is asymptotically obtained by neglecting the
terms containing DZj ¼ Zj � Zo

j associated with the
perturbation of charged groups in the PLLCEM. There-
fore, Eq. 2 reduces to

Zi ¼ � ni
1þ 10�ðpKo

i �pH�Þ (9)

Equations 1, 4, 6 and 9 compose the LLCEM of this work
(Eq. 9 is generic for any i and provides N equations) where
the set aH; Z; Zi; pH

�f g of (N 1 3) unknowns may be
obtained through an appropriate numerical algorithm
(Section 2.4), once the experimental value of m is provided
under a well-defined CZE protocol.

From Eq. 9 it is clear that the LLCEM cannot distinguish
positions of charged groups in the protein. In fact, from
Eqs. 3 and 7, one readily finds that pKo

i � pH� ¼ pK i � pH
and DpK i ¼ pKo

i � pK i ¼ pH� � pH ¼ DpH, indicating
that the LLCEM predicts the same DpK i for a given i-
charged group, independent of the position of this group
in the protein AAS, because in this model DpH is the same
for all charged groups. Despite this limitation, it is worth
observing that electrostatic interaction effects are usually
small for protein with a low net charge. Even more, one
can use a solvent pH in the CZE run that minimizes the
effect of DpK i on the values of both and aH.

The relevant aspect concerning LLCEM is that the
values eZ and aH of a given protein in a well-defined
BGE can be obtained by measuring only the protein
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mobility m. The results thus generated are a good
approximation to the expected values, as it is illustrated
in Section 3.

2.4 Numerical procedure

We describe the algorithm of PLLCEM only, because that
pertaining to LLCEM is similar and simpler. Thus, Eqs. 1–6
are solved through a numerical procedure written in
FORTRAN&block;Provide supplier&block; that is com-
posed by the following principle steps. (1) Input of physi-
cal constants, protocol data involving solvent properties
pH, I, T, Z, and e, reference values of pKo

i (also see below
for a discussion concerning this aspect) and an estima-
tion of the electrical permittivity of the protein–solvent
domain e0 (a value between 5eo and 80eo, where eo is
electrical permittivity of free space; also see below for a
discussion on this aspect of the lysozyme protein). (2)
Input of protein AAS from the PDB where the alphanu-
meric information is converted into two digits: one indi-
cating the type of amino acid and the other referring to the
position in the AAS for their use in the program logic. (3)
Input of structural properties from the PDB involving the
set {r ij} of X-ray crystallographic distance between pairs
of the N-charged sites, taking as loci the corresponding
charged atom. (4) Input of the protein electrophoretic
mobility for the specific BGE. (5) With these inputs the al-
gorithm searches the numbers of each type of charged
group, and hence an estimation of the wild protein charge

eZo ¼
XN
i ¼ 1

eZo
i is obtained at the solvent pH with the set

{pKo
i }. Of course, this result is quite different from that

found experimentally. (6) An estimation of the hydro-
dynamic radius designated as aoH is introduced to initialize
the program. This value is obtained from the average dis-
tance to the protein center of the outer amino acids loca-
ted in a shell width of around 7 � (around a length of two
peptide bonds). (7) Iteration starts with initializations
pHi ¼ pH and Zi ¼ Zo

i and the evaluation of Eqs. 1–5.
Then with the value of eZ, at each iteration, Eq. 6 is solved
to find root aH through Newton method. This procedure
requires satisfying the experimental value m within a rela-
tive error of 1026. After solving for aH, at each iteration k,
an additional convergence criterion is imposed; thus the
following equation must be satisfied to stop the iteration
process:

akH � ak�1
H

�� ��
akH

� 10�6 (10)

(8) Once the value of aH is obtained, which is a rigorous
solution of the mathematical problem placed by the
model, one can proceed with other calculations by using

Eqs. 7, 8 and basic outputs. Throughout this work,
numerical results are reported with round-off error of 1/
100 and the unit � is used for the hydrodynamic radius as
the most indicative for the discussion of results. Before
ending this section, it is relevant to indicate that the eval-
uation of aH, at each iteration in the above numerical al-
gorithm, requires a very low relative error due to the shape
of fðkaHÞ when kaH takes intermediate values. This situa-
tion is typical for proteins used in these studies.

Finally, in this context of analysis, the limits of validity
when applying the Debye–H�ckel approximation and
Henry solution in the above models are explored with the
help of numerical solutions of Poisson–Boltzmann prob-
lem carried out by O’Brien and White [36]. Thus, one may

evaluate ordinate Y ¼ 3
2
emZ
ekBT

, abscise X ¼ ez
kBT

, and

parameter P = kaH with z and aH obtained from PLLCEM
and LLCEM, the experimental data m, and those values
pertaining to the CZE protocol, in order to know if the
calculated point is close to the corresponding curve of the
mobility generalized plots reported elsewhere (see also
[32]). It is simple to conclude in general that for Y 	 X and
both Y and X less than around 2, the model results are
compatible with the hypothesis under consideration for
P53. Nevertheless, it is interesting to point out that the
framework of these models has no limitations in this
sense. In fact, although the closure of the mathematical
problem is easily visualized when classical hypotheses
are invoked, out of the range of their validity, the Poisson–
Boltzmann equation must be included with appropriate
boundary conditions. Thus, the resulting models would
be more time consuming from the computational point of
view but still very feasible to be solved.

3 Results and discussion

To illustrate the numerical predictions of LLCEM and
PLLCEM, experimental data of the electrophoretic mo-
bility available in the literature for well-defined protocols
are used. These data involve four proteins: lysozyme
(2LYZ), staphylococcal nuclease (1STN), human carbonic
anhydrase (1CA2), and bovine carbonic anhydrase
(1V9E).

First 2LYZ was studied with LLCEM by using the experi-
mental data m = 1.6761028 m2/s6V extracted from the
electropherogram reported in [19] where the CZE protocol
was: pH = 8.4, I = 8mM, and T = 257C in aqueous solvent.
The set of pKo

i used is {pKo
NH2

¼ 7:5; pKo
Arg ¼ 12:5;

pKo
Asp ¼ 4:0; pKo

Glu ¼ 4:4; pKo
His ¼ 6:3; pKo

Lys ¼ 10:5;
pKo

Tyr ¼ 9:6; pKo
COOH ¼ 3:8} [19]. Also the number of

charged groups is {nArg ¼ 11; nAsp ¼ 7; nGlu ¼ 2;
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nHis ¼ 1; nLys ¼ 6; nTyr ¼ 3}. The numerical results
obtained were aH = 22.22 � and Z = 6.34. This formally
shows that the solution of the LLCEM provides both the
protein electrical charge and the hydrodynamic radius as
numerical outputs. Also, it was found that z = 32mV and
pH* = 8.93, indicating that [H1] is lower around the protein
as expected.

The PLLCEMwas also used to study 2LYZ by considering
parameter e0 and the electrostatic interaction between
pairs of charged groups. The AAS and the set of dis-
tances {rij} were obtained from the PDB. Since the value of
e0 depends on the protein hydration and compaction in
relation to the formulation of the BGE, its direct prediction
is quite difficult. The choice at present is to use an esti-
mated value as indicated above. Throughout this work,
the value e0 = 20eo was considered in most of the calcu-
lations as an approximation, based on the capability of
the model to yield results comparable to those reported
with the PBMCM (also see below). We found that aH =
22.26 �, Z = 6.87, and z = 32mV. Thus, the effect of the
electrostatic interaction of charged groups becomes evi-
dent mainly on the net protein charge, while the particle
potential does not change within the round-off error con-
sidered here. The values of DpKi obtained did not exceed
0.63. This value corresponds to Asp at position 66. It is
then clear that the protein charge difference between the
two situations analyzed here is around 7.7%. Also the
evaluation of dimensionless coordinates yields
Y 	 X 	 1:2 and P = 0.65, indicating that the Debye–
H�ckel approximation and Henry solution are valid. In
what follows, we do not comment any more on these
coordinates as long as the quantitative requirements for
validity are fulfilled.

Table 1 presents a comparison of net charge number and
hydrodynamic radius for 2LYZ obtained through different
models under the protocol specified above. It is worth
pointing out from this table that the Z obtained with the
PLLCEM is close to that reported in [19] with the PBMCM.
The radius obtained from PLLCEM, LLCEM, and RLCLM

Table 1. Predictions of net charge number and hydro-
dynamic radius of 2LYZ through PLLCEM and
LLCEM and comparison with values of other
models

Model PLLCEM LLCEM PBMCM
[19]

LLM
[19]

LRCLM
[19]

Z 6.87 6.34 6.90 6.30 7.30
aH, � 22.26 22.22 a) b) 22.35

a) Value not required.
b) Hydrodynamic radius is imposed at 21 � [19].

are almost the same, while that reported for LLM is an
average value imposed to the calculations, which resulted
from an average of the radii measured using charge lad-
ders in 8, 33, and 108mM solutions. This last aspect is
pointed out in Section 1 in relation to the need of finding
aH as a root of LLM.

A crucial study consisted in testing the hypothesis of
previous works that considered the hydrodynamic radius
constant for different steps of 2LYZ charge ladder. Figure 1
shows that values of aH calculated through both PLLCEM
and LLCEM are near constant for the three first steps only.
These results show that there is a functionality between
aH and eZ, within the theoretical framework of electro-
static and electrokinetics. Thus, as the protein loses
positive charges along the charge ladder of six acylations
by changing the net charge number from 6.87 to 0.94, aH
decreases as indicated in Fig. 1 mainly due to the de-
crease of charge repulsions (also see below for a discus-
sion concerning the negligible effect on aH of acetic
anhydride as acetylating agent). This figure also depicts
that values of obtained from both models as a function of
n are close.

It is relevant to point out here that the number of possible
acetylation sites in the protein NAAS for a given value of
(the number of charged groups converted) is
NAAS ¼ na!=ðna � nÞ!n!, where na refers to the total num-
ber of conversions through the protein charge ladder pro-
cedure. For instance, for n = 3 of the six Lys in the 2LYZ
yields NASS = 20. Therefore, one can calculate the average
parameters of these possibilities corresponding to a given
n. Nevertheless, calculations with simple models show in
general very little dependence of results on NASS.

Figure 1. Hydrodynamic radius aH and net charge num-
ber Z of 2LYZ as a function of the number n acetylated Lys
e-amino groups. Symbols (d) and (u) refer to numerical
predictions of PLLCEM and LLCEM, respectively.
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Further analysis of 2LYZ indicates that while LLCEM and
LLM provide uniform DpKi (this means that DpKi are the
same for all the charged groups in the protein), the
PLLCEM makes a clear distinction of DpKi because rij
data are included in themodel (see paragraph below Eq. 8
and the Appendix, where appropriate mathematical
expressions are deduced). We found through PLLCEM,
for instance, that the amino-terminal pKNH2

of 2LYZ takes
a value 7.47 for the unmodified protein, almost in the track
of the experimental value reported as 7.5 in [19] for a
higher ionic strength (33mM) than that studied here
(8mM). This rough comparison is carried out with this dif-
ference in I because the electrophoretic mobility of 2LYZ
is not available in [19] for the higher value of ionic strength
to perform exact calculations. For the peracetylated pro-
tein (all Lys residues acetylated), we obtained
pKNH2 	 7:74 when e0 	 10 to approximate again the
data reported experimentally as 7.8 in [19], indicating also
a change of the solvent–protein environment. This result,
in addition, shows the need of a good estimate of e0, free
from any fitting process as described previously, and
hence this is a clear limitation of the PLLCEM at the
present state of its formulation. It is also relevant to point
out that this limitation is intrinsic also to the well-known
PBMCM (detailed model) where the specification of e0

around charged groups within the protein domain is an
open question yet [7–9, 18], and further researches will be
required to step forward in this difficult point. On the other
hand, when the LLCEM is used in this comparison, pKNH2

is around 6.97 for the unmodified protein and 7.40 for the
peracetylated protein, which are approximations with
uniform DpKi, as stated above.

Another case study carried out in this work involved
1CA2. The protocol data are pH = 8.4, I = 10mM, and
T = 257C. We calculated and used the values of m for the
native protein and its 20 acetylations provided by the CZE
of the protein charge ladder reported in the literature [20].
The number of charged groups calculated from PDB is
{nArg ¼ 7; nAsp ¼ 19; nCys ¼ 1; nGlu ¼ 13; nHis ¼ 12;
nLys ¼ 23; nTyr ¼ 8}. In addition, the terminal amino
group is considered preacetylated and hence not reac-
tive, and the Zn21–OH ion is coordinated by three His
residues having a pKo

Zn2þ�OH ¼ 7:0 [37]. The set of pKo
i

used here is {pKo
Arg ¼ 12:0; pKo

Asp ¼ 4:0; pKo
Cys ¼ 9:3;

pKo
Glu ¼ 4:4; pKo

His ¼ 6:5; pKo
Lys ¼ 10:7; pKo

Tyr ¼ 10:2;
pKo

COOH ¼ 4:9} [38]. In addition, the AAS and the set of
distances {rij} were obtained from the PDB. The values of
Z and aH of native 1CA2 calculated with PLLCEM and
LLCEM compare well with those found by other authors
as reported in Table 2. One concludes that calculations
from the first steps of the protein charge ladder provide
results close to those obtained directly through PLLCEM
and LLCEM.

Table 2. Predictions of net charge number and hydro-
dynamic radius of 1CA2 through PLLCEM and
LLCEM and comparison with LRCLM

Models PLLCEM LLCEM LRCLM [20]

Z 22.13 22.06 22.30
aH, � 26.47 26.33 27.00

In addition, Fig. 2 shows aH as a function of the number of
acetylations n. In this figure, one observes that for the first
seven acetylations the hydrodynamic radius is fairly con-
stant. However for n . 7 the assumption of constant aH is
not acceptable. What is relevant to point out here is that
PLLCEM and LLCEM provide both eZ and aH without the
need of carrying out a protein charge ladder, and that the
results thus obtained compare well with those found with
LRCLM, which are valid only for the first acetylations
steps.

To cross-check this analysis, CZE results for 1V9E were
considered. The protocol data are the same as those of
1CA2. We calculated and used the values of m for the

Figure 2. PLLCEM predictions of hydrodynamic radius
aH and net charge number Z of 1CA2 (a) and 1V9E (b) as a
function of the number n of acetylated Lys e-amino
groups.
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native protein and its 18 acetylations provided by the CZE
of the protein charge ladder reported in the literature [21].
The number of charged groups calculated from PDB is
{nArg ¼ 9; nAsp ¼ 19; nGlu ¼ 11; nHis ¼ 11; nLys ¼ 18;
nTyr ¼ 7}. In addition, the terminal amino group is pre-
acetylated and the Zn21–OH ion is coordinated by three
His residues having pKo

Zn2þ�OH ¼ 7:0 [21]. The set of pKo
i

used is {pKo
Arg ¼ 12:5; pKo

Asp ¼ 3:5; pKo
Glu ¼ 4:5;

pKo
His ¼ 6:2; pKo

Lys ¼ 10:3; pKo
Tyr ¼ 10:3;

pKo
COOH ¼ 3:2} [21]. In addition, the AAS and the set of

distances {rij} were obtained from the PDB. The values of
of native 1V9E calculated with PLLCEM and LLCEM
compare fairly well with those found by these authors as
reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Predictions of net charge number and hydro-
dynamic radius of 1V9E through PLLCEM and
LLCEM and comparison with values of other
models

Models PLLCEM LLCEM LRCLM [21] LLM [21]

Z 23.12 23.06 23.40 23.00
aH, � 26.17 25.99 20.50 a)

a) Hydrodynamic radius is imposed at 20.5 � [21, 25].

It is also interesting to point out here that the difference in
the net charge predictions between PLLCEM and LRCLM
is approximately 10%, which is an overestimation of the
latter model reported in [21]. Nevertheless, comparison of
the hydrodynamic radius prediction shows a significant
difference for this case, having taken into account that
Gitlin et al. [21] used a value of 20.5 �, which was calcu-
lated with an average value of the partial specific volume
of proteins (0.72mL/g); thus, electrokinetic effects at the
level of a Henry particle are neglected. It is clear that this
value of aH is not the root that results from LLCEM as
indicated in Table 3. Nevertheless, Gitlin et al. [21] also
used aH = 25 � in the LLM yielding a value of, which is
closer to the predictions of PLLCEM and LLCEM.

For 1V9E, aH as a function of the number of acetylations n
is fairly constant for around the first four acetylations only.
However, for n . 4 the assumption of constant aH is not
appropriate. Thus, the same conclusions as those men-
tioned above for the 1CA2 may be obtained here.

An estimate of the value of DZ for two consecutive acyla-
tion in the 1V9E can be obtained simply from the LLCEM.
For the first five rungs, DZ takes values between 20.94
and 20.95; thus, for practical calculations DZ may be
considered approximately constant for this protein,
although different from 21.

It is relevant to point out that in Fig. 2, the values of aH
reported for both 1CA2 and 1V9E cover a high number of
acylations (20 and 18, respectively). For high values of
acylations, the coordinate P does not exceed 1.06, while
Yand X remain low, indicating that the linearized Poisson–
Boltzmann approximation is still valid and the parametric
effect of P on the results is not observed.

Before considering a different protein, it is appropriate to
analyze the effect of the molecular weight of acylating
agents used to produce the synthesized charge ladders,
of course, in the context of the models studied in this
work. For this purpose the electrophoretic mobilities pro-
vided by Colton et al. [28] for this type of analysis are used
with LLCEM and PLLCEM. In these calculations two
agents are considered: acetic anhydride (low molecular
weight) and N-hydroxysuccinimidyl cholate (high molec-
ular weight of 389 Da). We found in coincidence with
these authors that as the number of acylation n increases
in 1V9E, there exists an increasing difference in hydro-
dynamic radius between the two types of acylations,
indicating that the high molecular weight agent provides
an additional radius change, apart from that observed
due to other physicochemical effects associated with
protein net charge. Thus, when 5, 10, and 13 acylations
are included, for instance, in 1V9E, the LLCEM results
indicate that the differences in hydrodynamic radius at
each acylation are 1.53, 1.95, and 2.64 �, respectively,
while the net charge number remains almost unchanged
(changes are less than around 0.16). Nevertheless, when
one to three acylations are considered for example, no
difference is observed when these two different agents
are used. Similar results are found with the PLLCEM. In
this sense, it should be pointed out that throughout this
work, we have used mobility experimental data of pro-
teins modified with the low molecular weight acylating
agent only, to avoid the effect of protein chemical change
on the predictions of aH.

Another study carried out in this work involved 1STN,
where changes of solvent pH and ionic strength I were
included according to CZE data available in the literature
[39, 40] for T = 25 C. The set of pKo

i used here is
{pKo

NH2
¼ 7:4; pKo

Arg ¼ 12:0; pKo
Asp ¼ 4:0; pKo

Glu ¼ 4:4;
pKo

His ¼ 6:5; pKo
Lys ¼ 10:7; pKo

Tyr ¼ 10:2;
pKo

COOH ¼ 4:9} [38]. The number of charged groups cal-
culated from PDB is {nArg ¼ 5; nAsp ¼ 8; nGlu ¼ 12;
nHis ¼ 4; nLys ¼ 23; nTyr ¼ 7}. In addition, the AAS and
the set of distances {rij} were obtained from the PDB.
Table 4 presents numerical results obtained with PLLCEM
and LLCEM and also those values reported in [15, 39] for
comparison. This table shows that the values of Z from
these models are closer to the predictions reported in
[15], while the values of aH obtained are rather different
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Table 4. Predictions of net charge number and hydrodynamic radius of 1STN through PLLCEM and
LLCEM and comparison with values reported by other authors

pH I, mM PLLCEM LLCEM K�lm�n et al. [39] Winzor et al. [15]

Zi aH, � Zi aH, � Zi aH, � Zi aH, �

2.8 5.5 31.02 53.71 29.30 52.34 33.0 50.1 a) a)

4.1 55.0 22.58 29.53 17.78 28.28 20.6 26.8 19.6 27.0
5.7 36.0 11.43 23.95 10.69 23.52 14.8 25.2 13.2 21.0
6.8 25.5 8.61 21.00 8.0 20.85 12.9 25.1 9.5 21.0
8.9 14.0 5.66 22.16 5.29 21.48 7.49 24.6 5.6 21.0
9.5 6.5 3.75 24.63 2.74 20.94 5.40 30.5 a) a)

a) Values not reported.

from those reported in [15, 39]. Nevertheless, in the former
reference the same hydrodynamic radius for three different
pH was used, and the values of Z and aH reported in [39]
are estimated from CZE of protein mutations, a procedure
that may be considered as a one-step protein charge lad-
der. In this sense, deviations to the expected values may
be found because for a better prediction a charge ladder
with additional steps is needed. Therefore, the advantage
of PLLCEM and LLCEM on other simple models becomes
clear, providing as solution both Z and aH.

For this protein case study, we also evaluated the effect of
solvent pH on Zi of some charged groups with low, inter-
mediate, and high values of pKo

i . In fact, by using the
mobility of 1STN at different pH, Figs. 3–5 are con-
structed, which show the evolution of the net charge
number of a selected group in the protein as pH is
changed from 2.8 to 9.5. In these figures, Zo

i and Zi of
i-group calculated with both LLCEM and PLLCEM are
reported. For instance, in Fig. 3, Asp-40 with pKo

Asp ¼ 4:0
shows that the net charge number of this group is quite
the same as its wild value, except for pH = 4. 6 2, where
DpKAsp�40 becomes significant in the calculations.
Figure 4 illustrates this aspect for His-121 where differ-
ences in the net charge number estimations are found
around a pH close to pKo

His ¼ 6:5. Figure 5 presents
another case when the pH of BGE is rather high affecting,
for instance Lys-6 with pKo

Lys ¼ 10:7. With these results
we formally prove that the effect on the protein net charge
of both electrostatic interaction between pairs of charged
groups and pH variation near molecule are mainly rele-
vant for those groups having a pKo

i value near the pH of
the solvent [19, 28]. Therefore, one can formulate a BGE
by choosing the pH with the constraint that its value must
be far away from (or close to) the pKo

i of a specific
charged group to avoid (or not) a dependence on the
magnitude of the DpK i in order to get an appropriate
protein separation in CZE.

Figure 3. Net charge number ZAsp–40 of 1STN protein as a
function of pH (see Table 4 for values of ionic strength).
Full line refers to the wild charge prediction without
charge regulation phenomena. Symbols (d), (u), and (*)
indicate numerical predictions of the PLLCEM, LLCEM,
and LLM, respectively. Vertical dot line is placed at
pH equal to pKo

Asp = 4. LLM uses a constant hydro-
dynamic radius of 21 �.

In addition, in Figs. 3–5, calculations carried out with LLM
are also reported. In this model, the hydrodynamic radius
is an input and a fixed value as explained above, and
hence differs conceptually from both the PLLCEM and
LLCEM. In this sense, by using as estimate, for instance,
aH ¼ 21 �A (this value is appropriate for a pH around 6.8;
see Table 4), the predictions of ZAsp�40 (Fig. 3) and
ZHis�121 (Fig. 4) with LLM provide values that deviate from
those obtained with both PLLCEM and LLCEM. This
situation is very critical for pH = 4.1 and 2.8 in relation to
ZAsp�40 where the 1STN becomes denatured (acidic
“swollen” state for pH = 4.1 and random coil for
pH = 2.8). Thus, at these extreme pH a fixed radius for
LLM and fixed distances rij for PLLCEM are not any more
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function of pH (see Table 4 for values of ionic strength).
Full line refers to the wild charge prediction without
charge regulation phenomena. Symbols (d, (u), and (*)
indicate numerical predictions of the PLLCEM, LLCEM,
and LLM, respectively. Vertical dot line is placed at
pH equal to pKo

His = 6.5. LLM uses a constant hydro-
dynamic radius of 21 �.

Figure 5. Net charge number ZLys–6 of 1STN protein as a
function of pH (see Table 4 for values of ionic strength).
Full line refers to the wild charge prediction without
charge regulation phenomena. Symbols (d), (u), and (*)
indicate numerical predictions of PLLCEM, LLCEM, and
LLM, respectively. Vertical dot line is placed at pH equal
to pKo

Lys = 10.7. LLM uses a constant hydrodynamic
radius of 21 �.

appropriate. In fact, at these extreme physicochemical
conditions the LLCEM may be giving the best answer to
the problem, because this model does not include these
types of inputs. Of course the unexpected predictions of
the LLM may be a consequence of imposing a constant
radius on the calculations, as mentioned above in the
presentation of these models. Also for this analysis, the

above discussion concerning Tables 1 and 3 are appro-
priate, where it is evident that LLM, as it has been used in
the literature most of the time, is not fully solved to predict
the value of aH for different pH and I.

A study when the ionic strength of the BGE is varied at a
fixed pH is also of interest. From Eqs. 3 and 4, one infers
that as long as I, and hence k0, are kept high enough small
DpK i should be expected. For the 1V9E, a study of the
electrophoretic mobility at constant pH = 8.4 and varying
ionic strengths was carried out by Carbeck et al. [24].
Therefore, the experimental data reported in [24] are used
here to analyze the sensitivity of I in the predictions of
LLCEM (this method does not require crystallographic
distances, and hence, is simpler in order to make these
calculations). Table 5 shows the results obtained when
the native protein is studied. Thus, aH decreases and Z
increases with increments of I (the second parameter,
however, does very weakly). Although these results are in
part consistent with the physical view that one expects a
smaller electrical double layer around the particle, it is
also important to place emphasis on the fact that the
numerical solution obtained is the result of solving a
strong and coupled nonlinear mathematical problem,
even in the case of the LLCEM. In fact, the effect of I is
observed mainly through parameter k placed in the
denominator and in the function fðkaHÞ both pertaining to
Eq. 6, which in turn inputs smaller mobilities for this study
in the numerical iterating process described in
Section 2.4. Furthermore, when electrostatic effects be-
tween pairs of charged groups are considered through
the PLLCEM, this effect is also validated. Other calcula-
tions carried out for different acetylations show similar
trends with the variation of I.

Table 5. Prediction of net charge number and hydro-
dynamic radius of 1V9E through LLCEM, for the
same protocol as that used in Table 3, with differ-
ent values of ionic strength I (various concentra-
tions of Li2SO4 in the electrophoresis buffer)

[Li2SO4], mM Z aH, � DpKi

0 23.06 25.99 20.20
10 23.09 24.13 20.15
30 23.12 23.19 20.12
50 23.13 22.23 20.11

It is also worth pointing out that different effects may be
achieved when aqueous solvent electrical permittivity is
modified by adding, for instance, an organic solvent to the
BGE [41], although in this case the problem requires to
have a new set of pKo

i referred to the thermodynamic
conditions of the charged group dissociations [42, 43].
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With thepurposeof illustratingourcalculationswithaprotein
of molecular weight higher than those of the proteins ana-
lyzed above, we carried out an experimental and theoretical
study of the human serum albumin (1AO6). The protocol
data were pH = 9.8, I = 110mM, and T = 257C. The CZE test
yielded m = 1.5761028 m2/s6V. The set of pKo

i used is
{pKo

NH2
¼ 9:27; pKo

Arg ¼ 12:48; pKo
Asp ¼ 3:65;

pKo
Glu ¼ 4:25; pKo

His ¼ 6.; pKo
Lys ¼ 10:53; pKo

Tyr ¼ 10:07;
pKo

COOH ¼ 2:35; pKo
Cys ¼ 8:18; } [44]. The number of

charged groups calculated from PDB is {nArg ¼ 24;
nAsp ¼ 36; nCys ¼ 35; nGlu ¼ 62; nHis ¼ 16; nLys ¼ 59;
nTyr ¼ 18}. In this case it is considered that 34 Cys are
forming disulfide bridges (possible binding ions are neglect-
ed for this illustration). The LLCEM generated the following
numerical results: z = –30mV, aH ¼ 30:74 �A, Z = –22.22,
andpH* = 9.28,while the PLLCEMwith e0 	 70eo provided:
z = –30mV, aH ¼ 31:73 �A, Z = –24.14, and pH* = 9.29.
These values of pH* indicate, of course, that there is a higher
proton concentration near the protein. One also observes
that the net charge number of this protein is relatively high in
relation to the proteins analyzed above. Further, the value of
the electrical permittivity of the solvent–protein domain is
relatively high for a net charge estimation of the protein with
approximately the same value as that predicted with
LLCEM. For this protein, Y 	 1:3, X 	 1:2, and P = 3.44.
Thus, despiteYandXcoordinatesbeing rathercloseandstill
low, a relatively high value of P is found and parametric
curves Y versus X start to separate one another. At this level
of charge number and protein size, the classical hypothesis
introduced in PLLCEM could be starting to fail, and the full
Poisson–Boltzmann equation should be solved.

Finally, it is also important to point out here that, in gen-
eral, pKo

i are reported in the literature with an experi-
mental precision of around 1/10 depending on the tech-
nique used for their measurements. Also these values
may differ from one source of information to another (see,
e.g., [38, 44]). This experimental error is around the same
value as the net charge variation of proteins found in
mutations or in each step of the charge ladder procedure.
This experimental error also affects the numerical results
provided by the PLLCEM and LLCEM. In this sense, the
quality of the data inputs in computational programs is
relevant. At present, there exists a difficulty to find pKo

i

data for different BGE that can be used reliably, as
reported by Vcel�kov� et al. [43]. Consequently, one of
the emphases to be placed in future research should be
on improving the experimental determinations of pKo

i in
different solvents at a well-specified ionic strength [43].

In order to have a visualization of how experimental errors
associated with pKo

i may affect the calculations provided
by PLLCEM, we have imposed arbitrarily errors to the pKo

i

used with 2LYZ. Thus, one can assume by turns that the

pKo
i of a specific charged group contains an error of �1

and �0:1 also. The results are reported in Table 6, where
one observes that a precision of 1/10 would be accep-
table for the model predictions, even for those charged
groups that have a pKo

i close to the pH of the running
protocol. On the other hand, an error �1 would be detri-
mental for some proteins, like it is illustrated in Table 6 for
2LYZ. Therefore, one concludes that the calculations
obtained from PLLCEM provide an important guide on
how to select the pH in a protocol for separating a mixture
of proteins.

Table 6. Prediction of net charge number and hydro-
dynamic radius of 2LYZ through PLLCEM for
the same protocol as that used in Table 1, when
an error�1 and�0:1 U of pKo

i is introduced in a
protein charged group (one per time)

pKo
i a0H, � Z0 a0H–aH Z0–Z

pKo
Asp61 22.26 6.872 0.000 0.001

pKo
Glu61 22.26 6.872 0.000 0.001

pKo
His61 22.33 6.918 0.07 0.047

pKo
Lys61 18.36 6.863 23.90 20.008

pKo
Arg61 22.21 6.845 20.05 20.026

pKo
Tyr61 16.89 6.882 25.37 0.011

pKo
Asp60.1 22.26 6.871 0.000 0.000

pKo
Glu60.1 22.26 6.871 0.000 0.000

pKo
His60.1 22.26 6.872 0.000 0.001

pKo
Lys60.1 22.16 6.850 20.100 20.021

pKo
Arg60.1 22.26 6.872 0.000 0.001

pKo
Tyr60.1 21.94 6.879 20.320 0.008

The values of a0H and Z0 reported pertain to calculations
with each pKo

i changed by the error indicated, while aH
and Z are the values of the reference run of Table 1. Max-
imum differences are reported only.

Following the discussion of results, it is appropriate to
point out here the limitations found in simple models like
PLLCEM, LLCEM, LRCEM, and LLM for their direct
application to more practical problems. These limitations
may be summarized as follows:

(1) In the use of the PLLCEM a critical requirement is the
determination of e0, which is quite difficult to estimate a
priori for a given protein without having available data, for
instance, from the PBMCM. Also a possible estimation of
e0 may be obtained by achieving with the PLLCEM the
same net charge as that reported through other classical
methods. In addition, the LLCEM may provide an esti-
mate in this sense, which does not consider the internal
protein environment in calculations. The strength of the
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PLLCEM, however, is that an estimation of the electro-
static interactions between charged groups within the
protein is provided and values of DpK i may be dis-
tinguished among charged groups, once e0 is available.

(2) Simple models under study faces the difficulty that the
set {pKo

i } is required and the error inherent to experi-
mental evaluations associated with the dissociation con-
stants may introduce a relevant parametric sensitivity in
the models (mainly when errors could exceed approxi-
mately 1/10 U of pKo

i ), giving changes in results of the
same order of magnitude as those of DpK i predicted. In
this sense, an error no greater than 1/10 seems accep-
table, for example, for 2LYZ.

(3) Calculations with PLLCEM and LLCEM indicate that
the hypothesis of constant aH and DZj j ffi 1 to evaluate
nDZ in the LRCLM is an approximation for the first con-
verted protein fractions in the electrophoresis of protein
charge ladders.

(4) The predictions of eZ from LLM may be close to that
found from LLCEM as long as the value aH imposed in the
former model is also close to the numerical value
obtained with the latter one. Both models, of course,
neglect the difference between pHi and pH* giving the
same DpK i for all charged groups. The LLM may give
inappropriate predictions concerning DpK i as a con-
sequence of imposing a rather constant radius in the cal-
culations, as mentioned above (Figs. 3–5) in the pre-
sentation of these models.

(5) When the protein goes through significant changes
from its native structure, the crystallographic distances rij
may not be available in general and the PLLCEM cannot
be useful in these cases, where results obtained with rij of
native protein involves an additional approximation. Here
one would prefer to use LLCEM, where the counting of ni

and associated ions are considered a priori only.

(6) Of course, those methods more empirical and quite
model-independent in nature providing the protein net
charge, like those proposed in Refs. [15, 16], must be
used as reference points to overcome several uncertainty
concerning the simple models described here. Results
obtained with PBMCM are also useful in this sense, but
they are scarce and not easily available.

From the above discussion it is clear that further research
is required in the development of these types of models
before they may be used in direct practical applications.
Nevertheless, it is also relevant to indicate that the con-
ceptual visualization of different phenomena participating
in the determination of the net protein charge and hydro-
dynamic radius in different solvents becomes quite evi-
dent through the simple models studied here.

As long as native proteins are studied and an estimation
of e0 is available, PLLCEM would be suggested to use in
practice, which provides results closer to the PBMCM as
shown for 2LYZ above. On the other hand, when the pro-
tein goes through significant changes from its native
structure, one would prefer to use the LLCEM where the
counting of ni and other binding ions are considered while
the crystallographic distances rij are ignored. Of course,
methods quite model-independent in nature, like those
proposed in [16], are to be used, mainly when protein
structure and possible binding ions are not well known. In
general, the precision of each method is a subject still to
debate in the literature.

4 Concluding remarks

PLLCEM and LLCEM yield an estimation of both hydro-
dynamic radius and net charge of a protein as outputs of
numerical solutions, when the CZE mobility at a given
protocol, the set of pKo

i of charged amino acids, and
basic data from PDB (including binding ions) are pro-
vided. Numerical predictions of protein net charge
through these models compare well with previous results
reported in the literature, including those of the detailed
PBMCM. These model predictions are also good when
the net charge and hydrodynamic radius obtained are
compared with the asymptotic responses of the simple
LRCRM, which may provide an approximately constant
hydrodynamic radius of the protein for the first steps of
the protein charge ladder. Through our calculations, it is
found that the hydrodynamic radius is sensitive to
changes of the protein net charge for 2LYZ, 1CA2, 1V9E,
and 1STN studied in this work.

As long as simple models are required for practical situa-
tions of CZE, it is important to consider the interplay be-
tween protein net charge and hydrodynamic radius in
relation to the physicochemical properties of the solvent
used like pH, ionic strength, electrical permittivity, and
viscosity. In addition, a crucial aspect is the appropriate
estimation of the electrical permittivity within the protein–
solvent domain, which remains a topic of research for
both detailed and simple models. In a wider context,
PLLCEM and LLCEM are complementary tools of classi-
cal model-independent methods, in order to get and
estimation of DpK i associated with charged groups in the
protein–solvent environment.
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6 Appendix

By following Boltzmann distribution of ions, the proton
concentration ½Hþ

i 
 around the protein i-charged group is
expressed as

½Hþ
i 
 ¼ ½Hþ
 exp � ezi

kBT

� �
(A-1)

In Eq. A-1, ½Hþ
 is the molar concentration of protons in
the BGE. Then, Eq. A-1 may be rewritten as follows:

pHi ¼ pH þ 1
lnð10Þ

ezi
kBT

(A-2)

where zi is the electrical potential of i-charged group
expressed as

zi ¼ z þ DzBi þ
XN
j ¼ 1
j 6¼ i

Dzij (A-3)

This equation involves (a) the particle potential (mean field
approximation) [32]

z ¼ eZ
4peaHð1 þ kaHÞ

(A-4)
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(b) the i-electrostatic potential perturbation DzBi , which is
associated with the transfer of i-charged group in solution
into a cavity in the protein [33], expressed as

DzBi ¼ eDZi

4proi e
e
e0

� 1
� �

(A-5)

and (c) the i-electrostatic potential perturbation Dzij due to
the presence of j-charged group at a distance rij, expres-
sed [12, 17, 19, 45] as

Dzij ¼
eDZj

4pe0
exp �k0r ij

� �
r ij

(A-6)

From Eqs. A-1–A-6 one readily obtains Eq. 3.

In addition, the pH near the protein particle is derived from

½Hþ
� ¼ ½H
 exp � ez
kBT

� �
(A-7)

where [H+]* is the molar proton concentration near parti-
cle, and hence,

pH� ¼ pH þ 1
lnð10Þ

ez
kBT

(A-8)

From Eqs. A-4 and A-8, one readily obtains Eq. 4.

Finally, since Ko
i ¼ K i exp � ezi

kBT

� �
where pKi is the

effective dissociation constant of i-charged group in the
protein–solvent environment, one also finds

pKo
i ¼ pK i þ

1
lnð10Þ

ezi
kBT

(A-9)

This equation combined with Eq. A-2 yields the expres-
sion for DpKi used in the calculations carried out with
PLLCEM.
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